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Through the fog, the European Central Bank’s goal. 
  

When people speak to us in technical jargon about something which feels important, we’re all faced with 
a choice: 
  

• We can be inclined to believe their message, because they sound so expert; or 
  

• We can be inclined to doubt whatever their message seems to be—because we’ve learned to 
doubt people who don’t say important things with plain words.     

  
Investors faced that choice in spades, this past week or so, because it’s been “central banks in the 
headlines.”  First the European Central Bank (ECB) cut interest rates from “negative” to “more negative.” 
Then our Federal Reserve (Fed) cut rates from “insignificantly low” to “even more insignificantly low.”  The 
headlines and stories all felt very important indeed . . . because both central banks issued jargon-fogged 
statements which got across the main idea that they were trying to prop up the entire economies of 
Europe and the U.S. (which sounds pretty important); and because the markets and the media both 
absolutely wallowed in the jargon, with a general tone of complete respect for the two Banks, bordering 
on the kind of awe the Wizard of Oz got in the Emerald City. 
  
The Wizard of Oz is, in fact, the key.  Like the Wizard, both the ECB and the Fed are pretending they can 
do something which they simply can’t do.  We shouldn’t be too amazed at this.  Both Banks are creatures 
of politics.  A great many of the people who live in that world spend much time pretending they can do 
things which they can’t—and plenty of them believe a lot of what they hear themselves saying.  That’s 
just people, behaving normally, always tempted to do, say, or believe in whatever serves their own 
interests.  That means those of us standing outside their world—but mightily affected by it—just have to 
translate the jargon and boil it down to the truth of things.  Here’s the truth, without further ado, 
beginning with Europe’s Central Bank: 
  

• The European Central Bank can’t “save” the European economy.  It can’t turn crawling growth 
into something faster.  Only 2 things can:  the energy and drive of European consumers and 
businesses if freed from some of the weight of taxation and truly crushing regulation; or, given 
the near-certainty that the tax-and-regulatory burden won’t be lifted except at glacial speed, the 
normal, everlasting cyclical behavior of the economy—which will flow again, even if weakly, after 
it’s ebbed for a while.  

  
The ECB’s hideously-complicated rate-cutting scheme actually has one goal, which the Bank will 
never admit:  to keep cheapening the euro against the dollar (and other currencies), so that 
Europe’s massive exports become cheaper and thereby attract more global buyers, hopefully 
giving a shot in the arm to the massive exporting sector in Europe’s economy.  Nobody will admit 
that in Europe because cheapening one’s currency is against the global rules of trade.  President 
Trump wasn’t shy about saying so, naturally . . . but U.S. observers might be surprised that at least 
a few eminent European economists agreed with him.  
  
It's easy to sympathize with the Bank.  It knows perfectly well that changing Europe’s deeply-
entrenched tax and regulatory burdens will happen only inch by tortured inch, at best.  Outlook 
suspects that even Mario Draghi, the retiring chief of the ECB, knows his convoluted plan, 



announced a few days ago, to basically print money and give it to Europe’s banks as earnings, 
hoping they’ll then make loans to everything which moves, will do nothing.  But he knows cutting 
the euro’s value by 10%, for example, cuts the price of everything from German cars to Italian 
shoes by 10% (to foreign buyers) . . . and when the price goes down, people do buy more, 
eventually.  So the world received a dose of jargon which fogged up the ECB’s action so thickly it 
was hard to see through it toward its trade-rule-breaking goal. 
  
Will it work?  Here’s a picture. 

Value of the Euro Against the Dollar 

 
  
That right-hand section shows the euro’s 12% drop against the dollar since early 2018.  Since then, the 
Euro economy has mostly just weakened and weakened, until growth arrived at today’s near-zero 
crawl.  No . . . it hasn’t worked, so far.  
  
That everlasting economic cycle will bail it out, eventually—maybe even helped by a couple of those inch-
by-inch easings of the tax-and-regulatory burden.  We might be surprised at the number of such fixes 
which have been endorsed, and even put in place, by European governments of all kinds—from leaning-
socialist to leaning-less-socialist—over the past 10 years.  Perhaps the most striking example of this kind 
of “under the radar” pro-market and pro-growth behavior, in Europe, is the new government of Greece, 
led by a businessman who unashamedly said things right out loud about fixing Greece the free-market 
way, during his campaign . . . and won the election decisively.  There is hope for European growth, even 
hidden in a fog of jargon.  ©© 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


